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AI and Human Rights – A Road to 
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ABSTRACT 

The intertwined relation between AI and Human Rights creates space for cracks in the 

books of our constitution with the absence of a framework in existence in India. With the 

accelerated era of digitization around us and no accountability, AI poses a threat to our 

fundamental rights. A constant dismissal of the right to equality, right to privacy, right 

against discrimination and right to the profession in the near future unfold one by one. The 

issue underlines within the roots of human-centric values not portrayed in artificial beings, 

which could presumably be another being of creatures living with us for which their 

protection of rights and their understanding of our rights have to be defined. But how does 

such a situation play out when they are built to be stronger and smarter than the human 

race altogether, and in lieu of the same, the European Parliament has issued guidelines to 

lay out the ethical implication of AI to coordinate with integral human values, the US has 

developed strategies through private entities which are at bay, and the Indian government 

yet has to propose rules and guidelines on the same.  

Stephen Hawking stated, “The development of full artificial intelligence could spell the end 

of the human race. It would take off on its own and re-design itself at an ever-increasing 

rate. Humans, who are limited by slow biological evolution, couldn’t compete and would 

be superseded.” The combination of the current issues that result in a violation of our 

fundamental rights that need recognition and regulation and the possibilities of serious 

threats in the future with little to no certainty, the objective of this research paper is to 

research and survey the outcome of the problem and provide a solution by means of a 

regulatory framework. 

Keywords: AI, Fundamental Rights, Violation, Human Rights 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The research area is established around the 

essence of the various irregularities and 

violations caused by Human Rights when 
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extended to the doors of Artificial 

Intelligence. It is the need of the hour as there 

is no set rule that balances this irregularity and 

uncertainty of the root of the issue.  
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The issue is focused on the right against 

discrimination, right to privacy and right to work 

which is also a futuristic perspective that 

highlights the different phases with respect to the 

issue of the paper mentioned in detail. It 

emphasizes the need to understand and recognize 

how the rights are violated and what could be the 

possibility of the cause in order to box the 

different future that the speculation and research 

predicts.  

The chapter to be included in this paper will 

outline the map of AI and Human Rights, which 

inclines towards the cause of action, reflection 

and interconnection between the two terms and 

how it affects what we value the most.  

The conclusion of the paper will result in 

understanding the stand of future ahead of us and 

how we can take care of it by not only assessing 

the situation but also preparing a basic structure 

ready in case of such interference at a much 

larger scale that is slowly climbing the ladder of 

Human Rights. With the help of established 

principles, a framework can be made to prevent 

such adversity from occurring at a much worse 

stage when we already predicted the outcome. 

II. AI AND HUMAN RIGHTS BASE 

This chapter will include what the two terms are 

and how they are connected. This will be 

inclusive of the impact when the two collide with 

each other. We are on the edge of technological 

transformation, and when history is touched by 

scientific vision, the course of events transforms 

dramatically. Robotics and artificial intelligence 

(AI) are examples of technical fields that are 

transforming human society into a society 

dominated by robots and machines. Machine 

learning, natural language processing, big data 

analytics, algorithms, and a variety of other 

techniques are all part of artificial intelligence. 

Human intelligence, on the other hand, is 

characterized by inherent bias in decision-

making, and as a result, such features can be 

found in artificial intelligence products that 

operate with human-created intelligence. 

Inherent in a cluster of technologies and 

anchored in social institutions, these phenomena, 

which are based on bias and discrimination, 

constitute a danger to fundamental human rights. 

Indeed, artificial intelligence has a 

disproportionate impact on the human rights of 

vulnerable individuals and groups by promoting 

discrimination, resulting in the emergence of a 

new type of oppression that is technologically 

based.  

As artificial intelligence systems continue to be 

implemented in a variety of sectors that have an 

impact on the social, economic, and political 

structures of society (leading some experts to 

refer to this as the "Fourth Industrial 

Revolution"), the question of whether AI is 

"good" or "bad" for humankind continues to be 

discussed and debated. Some of the questions 

that need to be considered are whether or not we 

will see widespread unemployment as a result of 

artificial intelligence systems replacing humans. 

How can we prevent artificial intelligence from 

being utilized for improper or harmful purposes? 

What is the influence of artificial intelligence on 

human dignity and personhood? as well as the 

consequences of private and/or public ownership 

of artificial intelligence systems on the structure 
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of society Issues such as the manipulation of 

information in the run-up to elections and the 

possibility of hacking into the election process 

itself are now becoming realities that 

democracies must deal with on a regular basis. 

According to the World Economic Forum, the 

existence of artificial intelligence systems has 

created ethical questions about unemployment, 

inequality, racism, security, and the rights of 

robots, among other things. Some of these 

questions are currently being explored by 

national and international organizations as part 

of a study of policy to control artificial 

intelligence systems, which is currently 

underway. The commercial sector, as well as 

industry groups and non-profit organizations, are 

also expressing their opinions. For example, 

private firms such as Microsoft, Google, SAP, 

and IBM have developed ethics principles that 

should be followed when developing artificial 

intelligence systems. Given the size and reach of 

major corporations, as well as the fact that they 

are at the forefront of the development of 

artificial intelligence technology, the viewpoints 

of private firms on the ethical norms regulating 

the use of artificial intelligence systems are 

valuable.  

III. SOCIETAL ISSUES AND VIOLATION 

OF HUMAN RIGHTS BY AI  

This chapter will define the issues associated 

with Human rights by the cause of action curated 

by the algorithmic possibilities when met with 

the jurisdiction of values of Human Beings. As 

artificial intelligence (AI) continues to evolve in 

our organic communities, the issue of 

discrimination and institutional racism has 

gained more prominence in political arguments 

regarding technological advancement. Article 2 

of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

and Article 2 of the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights both describe 

individual entitlement to all rights and freedoms 

without discrimination. It goes without saying 

that this is difficult to put into effect when one 

considers the wide range of discriminatory 

beliefs and repressive practices that exist in 

everyday human interactions. Though some 

people naively believe that artificial intelligence 

(AI) is the solution to this problem, that it is a 

technological tool that will free us from the bias 

of human decision-making, such viewpoints fail 

to take into account the traces of human 

intelligence that can be found in AI technology. 

The incapacity of artificial intelligence to deal 

with nuance will almost certainly result in more 

issues in the future. Laws are not infallible; there 

are instances in which breaching the law is 

permissible in certain circumstances. If you are 

trying to prevent a rear-end collision with a car 

that is tailgating you, it is probably acceptable to 

run a red light to avert the accident. While a 

human police officer may be able to perceive that 

distinction and decide not to ticket the driver, red 

light cameras are not equipped to make such a 

determination. When artificial intelligence is 

used to power smart cities and "robocops," there 

is a danger that this lack of nuance may result in 

a significant increase in the number of people 

who are unfairly detained, ticketed, or fined with 

no recourse. Over time, these circumstances 

could lead to a world in which individuals prefer 

to strictly adhere to any law or regulation, 

regardless of extenuating circumstances, and in 
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which people lose their ability to make critical 

judgement calls when necessary.  

As a matter of fact, artificial intelligence 

algorithms and face-recognition systems have 

frequently failed to ensure a fundamental 

criterion of equality, particularly when it comes 

to demonstrating discriminating inclinations 

toward Black individuals. Earlier last year, 

Google Photos, which is believed to be advanced 

identification software, incorrectly classified a 

photograph of two African-Americans as a 

photograph of gorillas. When certain phrases, 

such as 'Black females,' were entered into the 

Google search bar, the algorithm displayed 

sexually explicit material as a result of its 

findings. Researchers have also discovered that 

an algorithm used to determine which 

individuals require more medical treatment 

undervalued the medical needs of Black patients, 

according to their findings.  

Facial-recognition technology is now being used 

in the criminal justice systems of various 

countries, including Hong Kong, China, 

Denmark, and India, to identify suspects in order 

to conduct predictive policing and other 

activities. Theoreticians have argued that, rather 

than moderating and controlling police 

activities, such algorithms instead serve to 

amplify already-existing biassed laws and 

practices. Black individuals are at a greater 

danger of being seen as high-risk offenders as a 

result of the unevaluated bias of these 

instruments, which has served to further 

entrench racist tendencies in the legal and 

correctional systems. Such racial discrimination 

inherited in AI is a disgrace to the revolutionary 

deployment of AI into society, and it is a 

violation of the rights to equal treatment and 

protection.  

IV. THE SOLUTION TO TACKLE THE 

CHALLENGES  

This chapter will recommend and suggest the 

outline to combat the issue by contrasting EU 

guidelines and working on the implementation 

of the same in India. The use of artificial 

intelligence systems must always be under 

human supervision, even in situations when 

machine learning or other similar approaches 

allow the AI system to make judgments without 

particular human interaction. Member states 

shall establish clear lines of accountability for 

human rights abuses that may occur at various 

stages of the lifetime of an artificial intelligence 

system. Responsibility and accountability for 

human rights violations that occur during the 

development, deployment, or use of artificial 

intelligence systems must always be assigned to 

a natural or legal person, even in cases where the 

measure violating human rights was not directly 

ordered by a responsible human commander or 

operator, according to international law.  

A remedy shall be made available to anybody 

who alleges that they have been the victim of a 

human rights violation as a result of the 

development, deployment, or use of an artificial 

intelligence system by a public or private entity. 

This remedy should be brought before a national 

authority. Furthermore, member states should 

ensure that persons who believe they have been 

subjected to a measure that has been entirely or 

significantly informed by the output of an AI 
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system in a non-transparent way and without 

their knowledge have access to an effective 

remedy.  

If any harm is caused by the development, 

deployment, or use of artificial intelligence 

systems, effective remedies should include 

prompt and adequate reparation and redress. 

These remedies may include actions under civil, 

administrative, or criminal law where 

appropriate. Unboxing Artificial Intelligence 

Because they make their own decisions in 

accordance with their distinct missions, NHRSs 

can serve as a form of redress in such situations.  

Individuals should have the right not to be 

subjected to a choice that has a major impact on 

their lives and is made only on the basis of 

automated decision-making without relevant 

human intervention, according to the EU. 

Obtaining human assistance in such automated 

decision-making and having their opinions taken 

into consideration before a decision is adopted 

should be at the very least an option available to 

the average person.  

In order to substantiate their claim that they were 

the victim of a human rights violation caused by 

an artificial intelligence system, member states 

must ensure that individuals have access to 

information held by either a defendant or a third 

party that is relevant to substantiating their 

claim. This includes, where relevant, training 

and testing data, information on how the AI 

system was used, meaningful and 

understandable information on how the AI 

system reached a recommendation, decision or 

prediction, and details of the violation in 

question. The "allure of objectivity" presented 

by AI systems must be treated with appropriate 

scepticism by national authorities when 

considering challenges to human rights 

violations caused by the development, 

deployment, or use of AI systems. They must 

also ensure that individuals challenging human 

rights abuses are not subjected to a higher 

standard of evidence than those responsible for 

the measure being challenged.  

V. THE FUTURE AHEAD  

This chapter will conclude the objective of the 

paper that will result in the determination of the 

outcome of the statement of the problem – 

whether it would be a boon or bane. Ericsson 

Research is one of the players at the forefront of 

ethical artificial intelligence research, 

particularly in the areas of AI explainability, 

safety, and verification - as skillfully 

summarised in this blog article on trustworthy 

artificial intelligence. Machine learning and 

artificial intelligence systems are transforming 

the way businesses and governments throughout 

the world conduct their operations, and they 

have the potential to cause major interference 

with human rights in the process. Data 

protection laws and accountability and 

transparency safeguards, such as those described 

in this paper, may be able to mitigate some of the 

worst uses of artificial intelligence currently 

known, but more work will be required to protect 

human rights as AI technology becomes more 

sophisticated and expands into other areas as it 

becomes more widespread. We believe that this 

report will serve as a springboard for more in-

depth discussions on this critical issue among 

those concerned about the future of human 
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rights, and we look forward to participating in 

those discussions.  

The technology ecosystem is still in the early 

stages of a long journey, and the first step, as is 

always the case, is the most important one to 

take. In the long run, the decisions and 

investments we make today – whether they be 

legislative in nature, scientific in nature, or 

spanning product development and deployment 

– will determine the world we aim to create in 

the future. We all have an interest in how 

artificial intelligence is designed, developed, and 

deployed – from researchers to regulators, 

activists to journalists – because it is a 

technology that will invariably have an impact 

on all of us. Going forward, there are other 

problems that must be addressed, such as what 

exactly is covered by privacy regulations. Do 

they protect the privacy of their customers by not 

collecting personal information? Do they protect 

their customers' privacy from firms who listen in 

on their phone calls and computer conversations? 

Do they protect the privacy of individuals in the 

public domain from facial recognition 

technologies? Does it appear that people have the 

right to conduct private online searches?  

Given the rapid advancement of technology and 

artificial intelligence, it is becoming increasingly 

important to be able to answer inquiries of this 

nature in a timely manner. 

***** 


